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I just saw this below announcement posted on 911blogger.com

European Parliament 9/11 Truth Presentation

************************* 

Andreas von Bulow, Giulietto Chiesa, David Ray Griffin, Yukihisa
Fujita will attend this historic evening where the Giulietto Chiesa’s
movie Zero. Perchè la versione ufficiale sull’11/9 è un falso will 
be projected and a debate will follow.

This historic event will happen on Tuesday, Feb 26th, and is the fruit
of eight months of inquiry, documentaries and interviews conducted
both in Europe and the USA.

More detailed information in french here: http://reopen911.info/

************************* 

In the last weeks we have seen the Japanese main opposition party on
national television in Japan, accusing the United States of lying to the
Japanese people about 9/11, and demanding a new 9/11 investigation.

Japanese Diet Learns 9/11 Truth 

We’ve seen a former Italian Prime Minister accuse the Bush 
Administration of complicity in the 9/11 attacks.

http://current.com/items/88263971_ex_italian_prime_minister_says_9_11_was_carried_out_by_cia_and_mossad

We’ve seen the Senior Project Design Engineer for the entire World
Trade Centers come out to demand a new 9/11 investigation, because
the plane strikes and building fires could not have caused the global

your ad here
Advertise here
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collapse of 3 buildings, one not even hit by a plane on 9/11.

http://www.911blogger.com/node/13840

We’ve seen Willie Nelson come out as everyman’s man, to say that 
he believes the government is insulting our intelligence with its cock
and bull official 9/11 story.

  1  |  2

 

By William E. Douglas, Jr., who is author of "The Amateur Parent –
A Book on Life, Death, War & Peace, and Everything Else in the
Universe." Bill has been a guest columnist for the Kansas City Star,
The Business Journal, and other media worldwide. His past essays
include, "Exposing the 9/11 Conspiracy Wingnuts," "The Explosion
of the 9-11 Truth Movement -- US Media’s Dirty Little Secret,"
"Good Night, and Good Luck - WMD, NIST, Popular Mechanics,
9/11 and Media Crimes" and also "Why the Jewish Community
Should Demand 9/11 Truth."

Contact Author

Contact Editor

View Other Articles by Author
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Cheri 
Roberts-Piper

Bill

Recreate this as a call to action for American Media and
provde the links/emails for follow thru. Bombard our media
with what Europe is doing and shame them into covering it.

by lil (14 articles, 4 quicklinks, 250 comments) on Friday,
February 15, 2008 at 10:08:43 AM 
 

Bill 
Douglas Great idea. Everyone contact the below and email them the a

Great idea.  Everyone contact the below and email them the above entire 2 page
OpEd:

Canadian Broadcasting
cbcinput@toronto.cbc.ca

Wolf Blitzer
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http://www.cnn.com/feedback/forms/form4.html?2

Anderson Cooper
http://www.cnn.com/feedback/forms/form4.html?5

Lou Dobbs
http://www.cnn.com/feedback/forms/form4.html?7

Larry King
http://www.cnn.com/feedback/forms/form4.html?73

Judy Woodruff
http://www.cnn.com/feedback/forms/form4.html?18

LA TIMES:
http://www.latimes.com/services/site/la-comment-dcbureau,0,4392320.htmlstory

FIND THOUSANDS MORE MEDIA EMAILS (SOME GOOD, SOME DEFUNCT) AT:

MONSTER MEDIA LIST FOR ACTIVISTS:
http://www.septembereleventh.org/mediaemails.php

by BillDouglas (53 articles, 0 quicklinks, 350 comments) on Friday, February 15,
2008 at 10:32:32 AM 
 

Munich

Re: Europe for 9/11 Truth Evening at European
Parliament

If we are to right this once-great country of ours from
the blatant malfeasance which has infiltrated our government
then, perhaps, it just might require an outside entity to hold
this rogue and maniacal Bush cabal accountable?  

Our current U.S. Congress certainly isn’t going to do it. That is
for DAM sure! 

by Munich (0 articles, 13 quicklinks, 304 comments) on
Friday, February 15, 2008 at 10:48:02 AM 
 

Harold Smith
911 truth may paradoxically light the fuse of WW3...

Assuming that the 9/11 false-flag attacks were a
Cheney/Mossad production, which seems very likely to be the
case, turning up the heat may light the fuse of WW3.

If there is no big war and no martial law in the U.S., then,
handing power over to another U.S. administration, e.g., the
Obama administration, may be an unacceptable risk for the
conspirators. Let’s face it any semblance of a "real" 
independent investigation into 911 will reveal who the real
criminals are, and Cheney and Bush and their Israeli criminal
handlers will likely take the world down before they go down.

If there are any "people" left in the U.S. government with a 
sense of self-preservation (let alone "patriotism", "moral 
competency", etc.), they really need to act soon to stop Bush 
and Cheney before it’s too late.

by MFMB (0 articles, 1 quicklinks, 139 comments) on Friday,
February 15, 2008 at 11:08:44 AM 
 

Munich

Re: Europe for 9/11 Truth

I’ve been emailing Keith Olbermann with information
regarding 911 Truth including Shell Game, but most recently
this article which was posted at OEN.
countdown@msnbc.com

Principal Electrical Engineer for WTC: "Fuel and Planes Alone 
Did NOT Bring the Towers Down"

Believe me, Olbermann, Dobbs, Blitzer, they all know what
the F’s goin down. They play dumb, so that they continue to
dumb down "we the people." It’s their job.
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Sure Olbermann has serious moments with his
Special Comments, but imagine if he spent an entire hour just
on the 911 Truth? You think General Electric is going to allow
that to happen? Yeah, right! And I’ve got a better chance at
getting artificially inseminated!

 

by Munich (0 articles, 13 quicklinks, 304 comments) on
Friday, February 15, 2008 at 11:32:45 AM 
 

Bill Douglas
Oh, no, the media all knows, and have. That’s
not the point

Oh, no, the media all knows, and have.  That’s not the
point . . . Olberman knows, yet you send him 9/11 info. 
Why?

BECAUSE THEY HAVE TO FEEL THE PRESSURE. 
THEY HAVE TO KNOW THAT WE ALL KNOW.

Congress and media are cowards, well some are paid 
CIA which is a known fact, but most are just cowards.

For six years they have been afraid of looking at 9/11 
with a critical eye . . .

They have to get pounded day after day after day with 
thousands and thousands of demand to investigate 9/11 
. . .

. . . because eventually the cowards will fear the rising
tide of anger in America for their aiding the cover up . . .
then they are of the perpetrators of 9/11.

Never tell people to stop hammering Congress and the
press, that is playing into neocon hands.  Keep the
pressure up.  Build the pressure.

Now, having said that . . . we can dramatically increase
the number of Americans who know we were lied into
9/11 . . . by helping "The Shell Game" get to #1 on the
NY Times best seller list.

Two weeks ago we got it to #31.  That’s only a few
thousands books away from #1.  ONce it hits number
one, millions of Americans are exposed the explosive 
truths in that book at supermarkets, Target stores, etc.
etc.

SPREAD THE WORD, WIDE FAR AND FAST 
WWW.THESHELLGAME.NET

 

by BillDouglas (53 articles, 0 quicklinks, 350 comments)
on Friday, February 15, 2008 at 12:16:21 PM 
 

Roark 
Howard That’s right BIll. . .

Oberman’s in on it.  We are all in on it. Everyone
who has a better job, or a more interesting life than 
you is in on it.

During our monthly NWO meetings, we point 
fingers at your picture and laugh our asses off. 

by Roark (0 articles, 0 quicklinks, 195 comments)
on Saturday, February 16, 2008 at 3:12:28 PM 
 

John Hanks
Turn yourself and your car into billboards.

Wear "Stop the 911 coverup" pins on your coat (I’ve been
doing it with positive results for 4 years). Put signs in your car
windows. (same 4 years). People need validation about their
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suspicions. They don’t need to be converted or persuaded.

by nazilieskill (0 articles, 0 quicklinks, 288 comments) on
Friday, February 15, 2008 at 12:21:54 PM 
 

Bill Douglas
This is good, but for the next two months try
this . . .

Try posting signs and wearing stickers that say, "Read 
THE SHELL GAME, a powerful new best selling novel." 
Here’s why.

If we can drive this to #1 in the next two months on the
NY Times Best Seller list, it gets picked up by
supermarkets, Target stores, etc. etc.

And Steve Alten "The Shell Game"s author gets on more
and more media to tell audiences that the 9/11 truth
movement are heroes they should all be supporting.

This could EXPLODE 9/11 TRUTH INTO THE 
MAINSTREAM MIND !!

www.TheShellGame.net find two 90 second video 
trailers on 911 truth and Oil Wars, that we can spread 
through the internet, bloggosphere, etc. etc.

by BillDouglas (53 articles, 0 quicklinks, 350 comments)
on Friday, February 15, 2008 at 12:50:15 PM 
 

Munich

Re: Europe for 9/11 Truth

The date is March 28, 2008 and author Steve Alten’s "The
Shell Game" has reached # 1 on the N.Y. Times Best Seller
list. Mr. Alten is then asked to appear on MSNBC’s Count
Down with Keith Olbermann to elaborate on his successful
new book. Part way through this sobering interview both Mr.
Alten and Obermann implore the American people to demand
there be a new investigation into what happened on that
horrific day, September 11, 2001. 

The very next morning the phones at NBC are ringing of the
hook. It is an irate America, demanding to know the truth?

One can only hope this scenario plays out?

by Munich (0 articles, 13 quicklinks, 304 comments) on
Friday, February 15, 2008 at 2:42:15 PM 
 

Bill Douglas
Well, we do know we’ve got a helluvahan
opportunity here !!

Spread the word !!  "The Shell Game"

www.TheShellGame.net

 

by BillDouglas (53 articles, 0 quicklinks, 350 comments)
on Friday, February 15, 2008 at 3:27:59 PM 
 

Cheri 
Roberts-Piper

That would be so awesome and

if we can do this right, it could very well happen.

by lil (14 articles, 4 quicklinks, 250 comments) on
Friday, February 15, 2008 at 3:45:37 PM 
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CB 
Brooklyn The "Shell Game" is Propaganda

The Global Elite want people to believe 
Peak Oil is real. This is why they create such 
propaganda as "The Shell Game".

The Global Elite take advantage of the 
gullible 9/11 "truth movement" and encourage 
them to promote their propaganda. The gullible "truth movement" 
think they do good, but they do harm. The "truth movement" does 
grave harm by fooling people into falling for the Peak Oil Hoax.

The Global Elite knows the "truth 
movement" is blind to what’s really going 
on in the world, and use them to their advantage.

 

Learn the harm the "Shell Game" 
does and the propaganda it promotes by watching the 
following lecture detailing the Peak Oil Hoax:

 

 Lindsey Williams - The Energy Non-Crisis
75:00
Lindsey Williams, who has been an ordained
Baptist minister for 28 years, went to Alaska in
1971 as a missionary. The Transalaska oil 
pipeline began its construction phase in 1974,
and because of Mr. Williams’ love for his country
and concern for the spiritual welfare of the 
"pipeliners," he volunteered to serve as Chaplain
on the pipeline, with the subsequent full support
of the Alyeska Pipeline Company. Because of the
executive status accorded to him as Chaplain, he 
was given access to information documented in
his eye opening book, The Energy Non-Crisis. 
After numerous public speaking engagements in
the western states, certain government officials
and concerned individuals urged Mr. Williams to
put into print what he saw and heard, stating that 
they felt this information was vital to national
security. Mr. Williams firmly believes that
whoever controls energy controls the economy. 
Thus, The Energy Non-Crisis.
http://www.lwoil.com

 

 

 Out There w/ Lindsey Williams
07:32

 

 

 

Free Energy is real and there’s no 
reason to use oil:

 

Tesla - The Race to Zero Point Free Energy ( Documentary 
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ZPE ) alter...
1 hr 50 min - Apr 21, 2007 - star(4.69672131147541,122)
(122 ratings) 
zpe.html http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero-point_energy There is 
great similarity betwen ZPE and Tao for your consideration http
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-7365305906535911834

 

 

 

The 9/11 attacks, the 9/11 cover up, and 
the 9/11 "truth movement" were orchestrated by
people associated with directed energy weapons and the media.
These same people surpress Free Energy research:

9/11 Directed Energy Weapon / TV-Fakery Suppression 
Timeline

 

 

This technology was used on 9/11, 
but the perpetrators don’t want us to 
know!

Anomalies at the WTC and the 
Hutchison Effect
Judy Wood and John Hutchison
 

 

by CB_Brooklyn (0 articles, 0 quicklinks, 276 comments) on
Saturday, February 16, 2008 at 11:42:10 AM 
 

Bill Douglas
As you learned in my COINTEL primer, you
can always spot the

As you learned in my COINTEL primer, you can always
spot the agents when they spend their time attacking
other 9/11 truth activists as CB Brooklyn above does
relentlessly.

She pushes her space beams or nuclear bombs.  Why? 
Because that makes the entire movement look nuts. 
That’s the plan folks, in case you didn’t know yet.

They filed their looney law suit in NYC so that when
sane 9/11 truth seekers file suits they get smeared as
being in the looney bin with CB’s wild theories.

If you go to www.TheShellGame.net you’ll see links to 
all the major rational 9/11 truth sites . . . CB’s favorites 
won’t be there because they are insane.

So, if you really want a 9/11 investigation, based on
rational thought, that will actually get people to look
deeper, do all you can to share "The Shell Game" and
the resources at www.TheShellGame.net

Or you can push CB’s lunatic theories about space
beams, or nuclear bombs, or whatever which will be sure
to drive any one far far away from looking into 9/11 truth
issues.

www.TheShellGame.net

Oh, and I’m sure CB will get a couple of her pals to 
attack everyone but the crazy crowd as they have done 
for years.

NOTE that all the most respected 9/11 truth fighters 
recognize the value of supporting "The Shell Game"

 We, the undersigned, urge everyone seeking
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truth, peace and justice, to not only purchase
this new novel, "The Shell Game," but also to 
email out this appeal to all you know who
seek truth, peace and justice in the form of
9/11 truth coming out.  In turn, please urge 
them to do the same with all their contacts 
and urge them to do the same.  

We can break 9/11 truth open if we work 
together and focus on this project for the next 
30 days. 

Yours in 9/11 truth, peace and justice, 

Bill Douglas, 911 Visibility Project

Co-Signatories:

Dr. Steven Jones – Physicist who
discovered controlled demolition substances
in WTC debris

Janice Matthews - 911Truth.org Executive 
Director

David Ray Griffin - 9/11 Researcher and 
Author

Kevin Ryan -former UL chemistry laboratory 
manager & NIST report whistle blower

Dr. Robert Bowman - Rtd. Colonel US Air 
Force, 9/11 truth leader; thepatriots.us/

Rob Balsamo – Pilots for 9/11 Truth

Carol Brouillet - Organizer of 1st National 
9/11 Truth Conference in San Francisco

Mike Berger - "Improbable Collapse" 
Documentary Producer - 911Truth 
Spokesman

David Kubiak - 911Truth.org Board member

Kevin Barrett – Muslim/Christian/Jewish
Alliance for 9/11 Truth

Michael Wolsey – Visibility911.com

Peter Dale Scott – Author of, “ The Road 
to 9/11: Wealth, Empire, and the Future of 
America,” (University of California Press.,
2007)

 

by BillDouglas (53 articles, 0 quicklinks, 350 comments)
on Saturday, February 16, 2008 at 1:29:17 PM 
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Roark 
Howard Are you serious?

Do you actually think that thee is an orginized effort 
to attack you on-line?

A bit paranoid, aren’t we?

by Roark (0 articles, 0 quicklinks, 195 comments)
on Saturday, February 16, 2008 at 3:14:43 PM 
 

Bill 
Douglas Roark, how naive are you?

Roark, since the inception of the 9/11 truth
movement there have been three ways that
infiltrators have tried to stop any significant 
effort to raise public awareness of the
questions around 9/11.

1) They attack you for not saying "THE JEWS 
DID IT"

2) They attack you for not saying "space
weapons did it, or 3) nuclear bombs did it, and
there were no planes that hit the WTCs only 
holograms"

CB above refers to a whacky case filed in NY
court claiming the above.  This was done to
make the courts dismiss legitimate cases on
real 9/11 questions.

In Jane Harmon’s Homeland Security
hearings a speaker from the Simon 
Weisenthal Center deliberately smeared
"Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth" by 
placing them among Jiahadi "anti-semetic"
organizations.

In a nationally aired documentary "The
Protocals of Zion" 9/11 truth activists were 
smeared by insinuating they were a hate
group along with neo-nazis. etc.

If you think the biggest crime of our century
did not have plans to destroy any one or any
group that would call attention to the massive
problems with the official myth of 9/11 the 
government has tried to sell us . . . well, you
are either naive beyond comprehension . . . or
your on the same payroll as them.

by BillDouglas (53 articles, 0 quicklinks, 350 
comments) on Saturday, February 16, 2008 at
4:32:30 PM 
 

CB 
Brooklyn for the record,

I was raised Jewish, and would NEVER
say the "jews did it".

 

However, 

I would say Zionists were involved. 
(Larry Silverstein)

I would say Mormons were involved. 
(Steven Jones)

I would say Satanists were involved. 
(Devil head in CNN cartoon fireball)

by CB_Brooklyn (0 articles, 0 
quicklinks, 276 comments) on Saturday,
February 16, 2008 at 6:26:01 PM 
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CB 
Brooklyn Roark....

Bill Douglas is being taken for a total fool by
the 9/11 perpetrators. Yes, he is paranoid, but
his real problem lies within his method of 
thinking:

Bill Douglas is just like the people who refuse 
to consider 9/11 being an inside job. Note the 
terms he uses when responding to me 
(whacky, looney bin, etc). Those are the same 
types of terms used by OGCT believers, and 
you know that.

Douglas calls me a "she" when I already said 
numerous times that I am a he.

Why do I frequently reply in Douglas’ posts? 
Simple: It disgusts me to see someone 
promoting propaganda. It doesn’t matter that 
it’s Bill Douglas. It’s the constant promotion of 
propaganda that bugs me.

Drs Wood/Reynolds’ theories/ court cases, etc 
are doing nothing but becoming more and 
more popular. But Douglas refuses to realize 
that because he considers them, as he puts it, 
"wacky". But why does he consider it 
"wacky"? Answer: Because he’s been
brainwashed into doing so by the 9/11 
perpetrators. Check my DEW/ TV-Fakery
Suppression Timeline (linked above) for an
example of how Steven Jones (who was 
planted by the perpetrators) brainwashes the
"truth movement" into thinking in that manner. 
I have pointed that info out time and time
again to Douglas but he refuses to see it and
he continues to promote Jones.

Douglas might think he’s representing the
truth of 9/11, but he does not, and should 
really be ashamed of himself. I rarely speak
up like this, but as I said, this Shell Game
nonsense disgusts me. In fact, I might write a 
special article detailing the Shell Game
propaganda and post it all over the internet,
like my other articles.

As I said, the Directed Energy Weapon /
TV-Fakery theories are becoming more and 
more popular. Now that John Hutchison is
with us, the entire "free energy" crowd is as
well.

by CB_Brooklyn (0 articles, 0 quicklinks, 276 
comments) on Saturday, February 16, 2008 at
6:12:59 PM 
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